Prospects of metropolitan mobility and efficiency in mining transport.

NowaitTransit® delivers complete mass transit solutions for metropolitan markets and for low cost coal and iron or transport from mine to ship. The system is a sustainable and profitable solution to traffic congestion in large cities and for bulk transport at nominally 100 Million ton per year.

NowaitTransit®
Passenger compartment

The passenger cabin is designed for different interior solutions and styles. Versions are available for a variety of needs depending on location, local culture and other preferences.

The NowaitTransit® solution features a flexible seating solution with ample space for the passenger combined with a large transport capacity.
The Nowait transport solution combines the conveyor belt continuous capacity and conventional heavy haul rail transport in a new combination creating unprecedented performance regarding simplicity, reliability, construction cost, operation cost and maintenance.

It delivers a profitable solution from mine to ship with elevated track requiring minimum land purchase and environmental disturbance.

Port facilities are drastically simplified with direct transfer from the Nowait system into the ship, avoiding cost for ship loaders and other loading gear.

The modular structure of the tube a strong contribution to the architectural expression combined with efficient, low cost and quiet construction and operation.

Short construction times is an additional feature due to preassembly of system parts.

For more information visit www.nowaittransit.com or our representative.
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